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S1!at 1040, Spring 2006 
Midterm 1, Thursday Feb 9, 1:30-2:45 am .. 

Show your work to get full partial credit. 

1. The following paragraph appears on the website www.alternative-medicine-and-health.com 

. Elmer Cranton, M.D., in his book, "Bypassing Bypass", indicatesthat a ten year, 24 million 
dollar study conducted by the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, which screened 
16,000 patients who underwent coronary artery bypass at eleven leading medical· centers, 
revealed. no increase in survival rates as compared with a matched group of non-surgically 
treated patients. 

You may assume that the "matched group)) was selected to resemble the original 16,000 with respect 
to age, sex and type of heart eljsease. 

(a) (6 points) Was the study blind? Explain clearly. .. 

'the- Gl-u.dy was 0lf b!inot ~a«s~!::J,e- pa.t'-eA6, Iwew 
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(b) (6 points) Based on what you read in the paragraph, was the study randomized? Explain clearly. 
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(c) (8 points) Explain the major problem with a study such as this one, and why it would probably 
not give very reliable results. 
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2.	 A school district administered the Stanford-Binet IQ test to all the children in the district. The IQ 
scores followed the normal curve with an average of 110, and an SD of 16. 

(a) (8 points) What percentage of the children scored more than 120? 
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(b) .(8 points) To qualify for {t special "gifted" program, a' child~s IQ must be in, the top 8% of 
'. children in that district. How high would the child's IQ need to be to qualify for the "gifted" 
program? 
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3. I asked 100	 USU students how long it took them to commute from home to school. The average 
commute time was 6.5 minutes with an SD of 10.0 minutes. 

(a) (8 points) Suppose for amoment that the commute times followed the normal curve. According 
to the normal curve, what p.~rcentage of the students would have a commute timethat was 
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(b)	 (5 points) Looking at your answer in part a, do you think we were correct to assume that the 
commute times followed the normal curve? Explain. 
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4.	 The following table gives the lifespans of the 38 US Presidents who are no longer alive. The class 
intervals include the left endpoint but not the right. 

Lifespan Number of Vet-eV\~~e of-
HeJFlJ ,ottk (years) Presidents p,-es ic{il""f-s 

:20 40-60 7 -?-<oK lool = ,~.. ct- .. Cf 

10 60-70 12 {1f~ IOO~ ~ 3 i,,0 ~2 

10 70-80 11 ~ k lOCI %.:: ].<6"/1 '2;1 
/0 80-90 5 fttrJ( 100'% =: f3/1 1~3 

10 90-100 ,,3 ..2-xlOO~= 7.Q ..?r
 
38 3ca" too %
 

(a) (10 points) Draw the histogram. Be sur~'to LABEL BOTH OF _THE AXES. 

(b) (5 points)	 From you histogram, what percentage of the Presidents lived: less than 75 years? 
(Please show your work) 
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5.	 (8 points) A physician takes a random sample of patients aged between 5 and 70 and finds that the 
correlation between age and levels of hormone-A is positive. She concludes that "as people age, their 
levels of hormone-A increase". What mistake is she making? Explain clearly. 
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6.	 The following scatterplot shows the ape at inauguration and the age at death for the 38 Presidents 

~ - ! 4from question 4. 
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1(a) (8 points) App'foximately, what is the average ~d SD .for Age at IntaQ,guration? ",..., 

ihe OJJ(lj{Lff roaks	 "10 be. akook !i~ 

~. 90 '&'aks fo he ctbok!:;; Co. 

(b)	 (5 pohltS) The correlation is closest to (circle the correct answer): 

. i. 0.0 

(B) 
iii. 0.9 
iv. 1.0 

(c) (7 points) Does the upward slqpe of the plot tell you that if a Presidential hopeful wants to 
live longer, they should run for office later in life? If so, why? If not, explain clearly what the 

upward slope does tell you. AJo De-c.a£tSe assOCt.c!{l.71o/l 4- <:..a-t",tSQ1:IO,',. 
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